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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. What we believe

2. The results we are getting

3. Why we get these results 

The New View of Safety

4. How you can get the same results

5. Q&A



THERE IS REAL VALUE IN SAFETY 



THE VALUE OF SAFETY

Investments in Safety pay off directly (fewer 
injuries/less cost, increased yield, less down 
time, less waste) as well as indirectly 
(employee engagement).

Safety issues are more likely to involve 
interactions among parts of the system.

Tendency Towards Increasing System Interdependencies,  Christopher Hart, NTSB 
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HOW WE GOT HERE
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. Introduce key concepts concerning Human and 

Organizational Performance

Create a paradigm shift in thinking about Safety

2. Demonstrate how HOP Theory has influenced EHS 

programs at Allergan

R2P
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HOW DOES OUR COMPANY 

DEFINE “SAFETY”?

7ORCHSE Strategies, LLC Copyright 2015



Safety is not the 

absence of accidents.

Safety is the presence 

of defenses.

ORCHSE Strategies, LLC Copyright 2015



HE’S NEVER FALLEN OFF THE ROOF – IS IT THEREFORE SAFE?



IS ZERO THE RIGHT TARGET?

Zero as a metric literally 
measures nothing and you can’t 

prevent failure based on 
knowing nothing

Todd Conklin
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Herbert William Heinrich, Industrial Accident Prevention, A Scientific Approach, 1931
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THE HEINRICH PYRAMID
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Serious Injuries

Fatalities



IS THE HEINRICH PYRAMID CORRECT?
The lower the incident rate, the higher the fatality rate 

• State DART rate vs. 
fatalities graphic 

–2013 RAND Study Am J 
Ind Med 

• Corroborating Studies

–Finnish Construction and 
manufacturing study 
1977-1991

–Aviation passenger 
mortality risk 2000

–Occupational Injury 
Statistics in Korea 2011
• Injury rate 1/5 EU rate 
fatality rate 5 x’s EUs

Disasters don’t happen because someone drops a pipe on his foot or bumps his head.  

They result from flawed ways of doing business that allow risks to accumulate.  

(Elkind and Whitford 2011, p. 7)



IS THE HEINRICH PYRAMID CORRECT?
The lower the incident rate, the higher the fatality rate 

BLS Releases Census of 2016 Fatal 
Occupational Injuries 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics recently released its 
National Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries in 2016, 
which reports 5,190 workplace fatalities in 2016 — a 7 
percent increase from 2015. The fatal injury rate also 

increased from 3.4 per 100,000 full-time equivalent 

workers in 2015 to 3.6 in 2016. 

More workers lost their lives in transportation incidents than any other event in 2016, 

accounting for about two out of every five fatal injuries. Workplace violence injuries increased 
by 23 percent, making it the second most common cause of workplace fatality. The report 
also shows the number of overdoses on the job increased by 32 percent in 2016. For OSHA’s 

statement on the data, see the news release. 

 

BLS Releases Census of
2016 Fatal Occupational
Injuries

The Bureau of Labor Statistics recently
released its National Census of Fatal
Occupational Injuries in 2016, which
reports 5,190 workplace fatalities in
2016 — a 7 percent increase from 2015.

The fatal injury rate also increased from
3.4 per 100,000 full-time equivalent
workers in 2015 to 3.6 in 2016.

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http://links.govdelivery.com:80/track?type%3Dclick%26enid%3DZWFzPTEmbWFpbGluZ2lkPTIwMTgwMTE3LjgzODY3OTQxJm1lc3NhZ2VpZD1NREItUFJELUJVTC0yMDE4MDExNy44Mzg2Nzk0MSZkYXRhYmFzZWlkPTEwMDEmc2VyaWFsPTE3NDg0MzEyJmVtYWlsaWQ9ZGF2aWQuZWhlcnRzQGFsbGVyZ2FuLmNvbSZ1c2VyaWQ9ZGF2aWQuZWhlcnRzQGFsbGVyZ2FuLmNvbSZmbD0mZXh0cmE9TXVsdGl2YXJpYXRlSWQ9JiYm%26%26%26104%26%26%26https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/cfoi.pdf&data=01|01|david.eherts@allergan.com|0b05501c13c64633071708d55ddf946c|4b79823aaef849faa34cb4ba59e8afd9|0&sdata=3y71WwNhXB3D7oX1H0OjUtnAkHreHO8K/IUji26jR/A%3D&reserved=0


TRIR 



The difference between a safe and 
unsafe organization lies not in how 
many incidents it has, 

but in how it deals with the 
incidents that it has people report.

Sidney Dekker 

IS ZERO THE RIGHT TARGET?





HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL 
PERFORMANCE

HOP seeks to understand how 

humans perform in complex 

organizational systems so we can 

build system defenses that are 

more error tolerant

Organization 
Systems

People

Culture



ERROR TOLERANCE

If we focus on preventing human error, 
we design ideal systems that assume 
successful outcomes but typically fail 
when errors occur 

OR 

Do we design systems that assume 
errors will occur but still typically 
result in successful outcomes

Focus on Systems
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ROBUST SYSTEMS 



CINCINNATI ZOO GORILLA/TODDLER 
INCIDENT, MAY 28, 2016 

Should we blame the mother for not paying enough 
attention to her child?

Cincinnati gorilla 

incident: Police 

investigating 

boy's family
By Dominique Dodley, Sarah Jorgensen 

and Steve Visser CNN 

Updated 3:14 PM ET, Thu June 2, 2016 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjplvDylanOAhVCzIMKHX_OAEoQjRwIBw&url=http://www.cnn.com/2016/06/06/us/harambe-gorilla-death-investigation/&psig=AFQjCNFCpMhiZj5s9g4wajNJ3nOE1Vup9Q&ust=1470448540746045


CINCINNATI ZOO GORILLA INCIDENT 
MAY 28, 2016 

Or should we make sure the next distracted mother 
doesn’t have the same outcome?

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj08MDIlanOAhUi_IMKHSyzC9UQjRwIBw&url=http://www.wlwt.com/news/cincinnati-zoo-reopening-exhibit-where-boy-fell-gorilla-was-shot/39934344&bvm=bv.129391328,d.amc&psig=AFQjCNEeafL2tbwdjqWC2P0cIUhFjNFf9Q&ust=1470448449509502


KEY PRINCIPLES OF
HUMAN & ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE

1. People are fallible, and even the best make mistakes

2. Error-likely situations are predictable, manageable, and preventable. 

3. Individual behavior is influenced by organizational processes and values

4. Management’s response to failure matters

5. The way to prevent incidents is by learning 

ORCHSE Strategies, LLC Copyright 2015



HUMAN LIMITATIONS 

“Mistakes arise 
directly from the 
way the mind 
handles 
information, not 
through stupidity or 
carelessness.”

-Edward de Bono PhD



PEOPLE ARE FALLIBLE AND EVEN THE BEST 
MAKE MISTAKES:

How many times does the uppercase or lowercase 
letter“F”appear in the following sentence?

March 2015 ORCHSE Strategies, LLC Copyright 2015

Finished files are the re-

sult of years of scientific

study combined with the 

experience of many years.

Finished files are the re-

sult of years of scientific

study combined with the 

experience of many years.



THE MONKEY BUSINESS ILLUSION
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KEY PRINCIPLES OF
HUMAN & ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE

1. People are fallible, and even the best make mistakes

2. Error-likely situations are predictable, manageable, and preventable. 

3. Individual behavior is influenced by organizational processes and values

4. Management’s response to failure matters

5. The way to prevent incidents is by learning 

ORCHSE Strategies, LLC Copyright 2015



DRIFT HAPPENS, 
JUST NEED TO KNOW WHEN, WHERE AND WHY

Usually compliance with norms, which evolve over time, 
explains people’s behavior – not deviation, 

which is why it seemed reasonable to them at the time.   

27

Normally Successful!

Work as Imagined. 

Work as Performed 



MIND THE GAP 

Having a gap between work as imagined 
and work in practice is not the sign of a 

dysfunctional organization.  

Not knowing about it and learning 

why it exists, is. 

Sydney Dekker 
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REACTION TO FAILURE 

“I know how you can change your 

organization’s entire safety, quality, security or 
production problem for the better nearly 
immediately. 

Just change the way your organization

reacts to failure” 

Todd Conklin, Ph.D.
29



OPEN AND TRANSPARENT AUDITS WORK IF…

30



OPEN AND TRANSPARENT AUDITS WORK IF…

31

Ever notice how EHS audits are collaborative, so 
they find a lot, but when OSHA comes in, they 
find nothing to correct.  Conversely, everyone 
wants a clean internal Quality audit, so they find 
nothing, but then the FDA comes in and…   



HOP PRINCIPLE # 5   

Learn from the mistakes of 
others.  You can’t live long 

enough to make them all 
yourself”

Eleanor Roosevelt
32



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Introduce key concepts concerning Human and 

Organizational Performance

Create a paradigm shift in thinking about Safety

2. Demonstrate how HOP Theory has influenced EHS 

programs at Allergan

R2P
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Good Observation Program

GM Weekly Safety Walk-Throughs

CAPA Council 

Critical Safety Rules

Pre/Post-shift Musters and Critical Task(s) of the Day

EHS Alerts and Communication

Risk Maps

Safety in the 21st Century 

Human Performance Influenced EHS Programs





ORGANIZATIONS NEED TO CONTINUOUSLY LEARN

A learning organization is the business term given to a 
company that facilitates the learning of its members and 
continuously transforms itself. 

Peter Senge, The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization

Learning organizations have structures that facilitate team 
learning with features such as boundary crossing and 
openness. 

The key is to convince your employees that you desperately 
need their knowledge.



THE ICEBERG OF IGNORANCE





The difference between a safe and unsafe 
organization lies not in how many incidents 
it has, 

but in how it deals with the incidents that it 
has people report.

Sidney Dekker 

WHY GOOD OBSERVATIONS MATTER



HYPOTHESIS:  GOOD OBSERVATION RATES ARE 
CORRELATED WITH INJURY RATE REDUCTION
DATA FOR SIGNIFICANCE TESTING



YATES CORRECTED CHI SQUARE TEST 
WITH A 2X2 CONTINGENCY TABLE





THEREFORE:

According to percentage points of the chi square distribution 
table (Table 6) published in Rosner’s Fundamentals of 
Biostatistics 2nd Edition 1986, 

We are scientifically certain (greater than 95% confident) 
that this relationship between Good Observation Rates and 
TRIR is not due to chance.  In other words,

We are scientifically certain that strong Good Observation 
rates are associated with improving Total Recordable Injury 
Rates.



We’ve proved Correlation

But 

Is there Cause and 

effect?



DOSE RESPONSE
ENTERPRISE JAN – FEB 2016
RELATIONSHIP TO INJURY RATES 





THE SEVEN DELUSIONS OF NEAR-ZERO ORGANIZATIONS

Corrie Pitzer,  CEO   SafeMap

Safety performance in many companies and even whole industries has stalled in the past few 

years. Accidents rates are at a “plateau” and yet, serious accidents and fatality rates are not. In 

more dramatic cases, such as in the BP Deepwater oil disaster, organizations that have 

“exemplary” safety statistics, suddenly have a catastrophic or multi-fatality event. Are there 

common features in these organizations’ mindset? What characterizes these organizations’ 

decision-making, their approach to safety and to risk and are there specific cultural features that 

can be delineated? 

The reason your TRIR is so low is not simply because of employee engagement  nor your high rate of 

CAPA closure (find-and-fix), but because you’ve convinced your  employees to constantly look for 

hazards, unsafe conditions or actions to report per your Good Observation program.  They’re simply 

more risk-aware and cognizant of their environment.

In other words, you’re coaxing them into a state of hyper-vigilance.



GOOD OBSERVATIONS AND LEADERSHIP LEADING SAFETY

“…I want to thank you for participating in the “GO” program, your GO’s are certainly 
worthy of winning but almost more importantly it is people like you that are driving this 
program forward and keeping the safety awareness high at our facility. 

I believe that this program is the single biggest factor keeping people safe at 
the site. 

If you think about it, if only the EHS team were actively involved in making 
the site safer, there is a real limit to how much they can get to observe and 
react to on a monthly basis.  With the GO program, we have over 700 people 
having the ability to catch an issue before someone gets hurt.

Thank you again for your great GO’s and helping keep all of us safe.”

Dermot Manton – VP, GM Waco - 2017



Leadership matters…

“The day soldiers stop bringing you their 

problems is the day you have stopped leading 

them. They have either lost confidence that 

you can help or concluded you do not care. 

Either case is a failure of leadership.” 

Colin Powell







Good Observation Program

GM Weekly Safety Walk-Throughs

CAPA Council 

Critical Safety Rules

Pre/Post-shift Musters and Critical Task(s) of the Day

EHS Alerts and Communication

Risk Maps

Safety in the 21st Century 

Human Performance Influenced EHS Programs



CRITICAL SAFETY RULES 
PRE-SHIFT MUSTERS

PURPOSE 

2.1 Consider risk reduction measures that eliminate conditions that have a potential for a 
Serious Injury or Fatality (SIF) i.e., tasks that involve a Critical Safety Rule.  

2.2  Prevent potential SIFs by conducting pre-shift risk assessments which address the two 
precursors of almost every fatal accident: 

(1) There is sufficient energy in the process to kill  

(2) The worker is often unaware of the critical risk i.e., they’ve 
become complacent. 

Pre-shift risk assessments can prevent most, if not all, workplace fatalities by preventing 
complacency, ensuring the risks are well understood and that all precautions have been        
taken.



Rushing

High workload

Unclear labeling

Inaccurate procedures

Unexpected conditions   

Stress

Do any of these conditions exist?
Error Traps and Error-Likely Situations 

PRE-SHIFT MUSTER DISCUSSIONS DEFEAT COMPLACENCY

Do any of our planned tasks today 
involve a critical safety rule?

Agree on Stop Work Criteria.
Discuss precise criteria before shift begins 

Write them down and agree upon them

This in addition to Critical Tasks of the Day

Unclear expectations

Multi-tasking

Interrupted work

Work-arounds

New technique 

1st time performing task

Double Shift / Fatigue

Discuss the Critical Control 
Consult the Supervisor prior to initiating the task

Tools available to facilitate this process 

SPEAK – Pre-shift and CLEAR – Post Shift

Start When Sure



New Initiative:
Monday Morning Tier 1  Meeting

Do we have any incidents to report, Incident Alerts or Good 
Observations that came in recently, CAPAs to update?

Do any of the following conditions exist in our 
operations today?

 Fatigue 
Did everyone get a good night sleep?  Anyone working 

a second consecutive shift or on overtime?

 Rushing 
Any quotas to meet today or deadlines approaching?

 Frustration  
Anything not going as expected, problems with co-

workers…?

 Complacency  
Everyone confident that they can do their work today 

without any incidents?  When was our last incident?  



New Initiative:
Monday Morning Tier 1  Meeting

Critical Tasks of the Day (Critical Controls) CAPAs to Eliminate Critical Tasks

1. Retrieve ladder and close valve 62-147 in 
mechanical room 116A. (3 points of contact 
and proper ladder positioning)

2. Perform PM on fan 18B on southeast corner 
of building 2 roof. (Roof Access permit, 
proper use of harness and lanyard) 

3. Walk over into warehouse and get 4 cans of 
WD40 to restock workbenches. (Stay within 
yellow lines, driver eye contact)

4. Shut off 220V supply to line 4 to do PM.  
(Follow equipment specific lock out and tag 
out correctly)4



Tuesday Morning Tier 1  Meeting

Critical Tasks of the Day CAPAs to Eliminate Critical Tasks

1. Retrieve ladder and close valve 62-147 in 
mechanical room 116A.

2. Perform PM on fan 18B on southeast corner 
of building 2 roof. 

3. Walk over into warehouse and get 4 cans of 
WD40 to restock workbenches.

4. Shut off 220V supply to line 4 to do PM.

4 3

1. Order and install chainwheel to allow 
turning valve 62-147 from ground level.

2. Order and install railing around building 2 
roof.

3. Request policy change for the warehouse 
forklift drivers so forklift drivers will bring 
case to the door and return it to rack after 
we remove our needed supplies.



Tuesday Morning Tier 1  Meeting

Critical Tasks of the Day CAPAs to Eliminate Critical Tasks

1. Enter blender 62-4 to take wipe sample on 
surface below the blades for product carry 
over calculations.  (Confined space entry 
procedure)

2. Charge 25 L of EtOH into reactor 62-4.  
(Bonding and grounding)

2



SUMMARY 
“At the end of the day, the two most important things in this company are that our 

products are safe and that our employees are safe.”   Brent Saunders, CEO

First Principles of Human Performance  

Safety is the presence of defenses 

Defenses are key for Critical & Risk Important Steps (Critical Safety Rules) 

Learning is the best way to prevent incidents 

The system contributes significantly to human error issues 

Management’s response to failure matters 

Encourage transparency and reporting, understand why it made sense at the time, understand what is responsible not 

who is responsible 

Good Observation Programs encourage Vigilance and Find-and-Fix which eliminates hazards in the     

workplace                                                                                                                    

“I believe that this program is the single biggest factor keeping people safe at the site.” 



Thank you for your valuable time!

Questions?
David Eherts PhD CIH
Vice President Global EHS

Email:  david.eherts@allergan.com
Cell:  +1 862 579 7765              

Rob McCafferty CIH     
Director EHS Americas     

Email:  robert.mccafferty@allergan.com     
Cell:  +1 862 222 7419                          


